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A Raman microscopy method was developed and successfully
applied to evaluate the dynamics of intracellular polyphosphate
in polyphosphate-accumulating organisms (PAOs) in enhanced
biological phosphorus removal (EBPR) processes. Distinctive
Raman spectra of polyphosphates allowed for both identification
of PAOs and quantification of intracellular polyphosphate
during various metabolic phases in a lab-scale EBPR process.
Observation of polyphosphate at individual cell level indicated
that there are distributed states of cells in terms of polyphosphate
content at any given time, suggesting that agent-based
distributive modeling would more accurately reflect the behavior
of an EBPR process than the traditional average-state based
modeling. The results, for the first time, showed that the
polyphosphate depletion or replenishment observed at the
overall population level were collective results from shifts/
transition in the distribution of abundance of PAOs with different
amounts of polyphosphate inclusions during EBPR. Imaging
construction based on simultaneous quantification of intracellular
polyphosphate and protein revealed the spatial distribution of
polyphosphate inside cells and showed that the polyphosphates
accumulate in smaller or larger aggregates, rather than
being evenly distributed within the cytoplasm. The results
demonstrated that Raman microscopy will allow for detailed
cellular-level evaluation of polyphosphate metabolism and
dynamics in EBPR processes and revealed mechanism insights,
which otherwise would not be obtained using a traditional
bulk measurement-based approach.

Introduction
Enhanced biological phosphorus removal (EBPR) is a widely
applied process in wastewater treatment for removing
phosphorus to control eutrophication in receiving waters.
Successful EBPR processes rely on the selection of poly-
phosphate accumulating organisms (PAOs), which are able
to store intracellular polyphosphates, poly hydroxy-al-

kanoates (PHAs), and glycogen polymers as energy and
carbon sources (1). Under anaerobic conditions, PAOs use
the energy generated from the cleavage of polyphosphates
and reducing power from glycolysis of glycogen to uptake
available carbon sources such as volatile fatty acids (VFAs)
and store them as PHAs; and under the subsequent aerobic/
anoxic conditions, PAOs use their stored PHAs as energy and
carbon sources for biomass growth, glycogen replenishment,
phosphate uptake and polyphosphate restorage. Net phos-
phate removal from the wastewater is achieved via the wasting
of the sludge containing high phosphate content. This unique
metabolic system in PAOs provides them with the selective
advantage to thrive in the EBPR system in wastewater
treatment.

Currently, little is known about the composition, structure,
and length of intracellular polyphosphates and their potential
impact on the phosphate removal function of PAOs. Phos-
phate polymers consist of chains of phosphate and electron
counter-balancing cations, such as hydrogen (H+), mag-
nesium (Mg2+), potassium (K+), and calcium (Ca2+) (2).
Schönborn et al. (3) showed that many types of polyphos-
phate granules with different Mg2+/P, K+/P, and Ca2+/P mole
ratios can coexist. Lindrea et al. (4) and Lockwood et al. (5)
showed that the form and length of polyphosphates (short-
chain (SCP), long-chain (LCP), and granular polyphosphates)
and associated counter-cations among different length
cellular polyphosphates fractions in EBPR sludge depended
on EBPR process configuration and the amount of nitrate
returned to the anaerobic zone. The LCPs seemed to be
associated with more stable performance with less nitrate
return (4). All these observations indicate that the poly-
phosphate structure and composition may vary among
different EBPR systems and they may affect the phosphate
removal performance and stability. Investigation of micros-
cale intracellular polyphosphate composition and dynamics
and their impact on macro-scale phosphate removal will
improve our understanding of the function of PAOs and allow
us to better design and predict the performance of EBPR
processes.

Cellular inclusion of polyphosphates can be qualitatively
detected through staining techniques, such as Neisser and 4′,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) stains (6). However, the
quantity and variation of polyphosphates in each cell, its
dynamic association with different EBPR conditions, and the
composition as well as structures of polyphosphate associated
with different PAO populations have never been investigated.
It is known that polyphosphate is a linear polymer of ortho-
phosphate monomers to produce either linear or circular chains
(7). The degree of polymerization, for activated sludge, could
vary from 3-20 monomer units of acid-soluble fractions to a
higher number of units of acid-insoluble fractions (8). Extrac-
tions of polyphosphates of different chain lengths have been
performed before, but are rather time-consuming and involve
complex analytical procedures (4, 5).

Recent developments in combining Raman spectroscopy
with optical microscopy provide a new noninvasive technique
to assess and, to a certain extent, image biochemical
compositions of individual prokaryotes. Raman spectroscopy
is based on inelastic light scattering events between a photon
and a molecule that results in the excitation of molecular
vibrations. Raman spectra contain information about chemi-
cal composition, bonding, symmetry, structures, and physical
parameters (9). The coupling of a Raman spectrometer to a
microscope makes it possible to study the chemical nature
of a sample at submicrometer spatial resolution and has
great potential for widespread applications in microbiology.
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Raman microscopy has been employed to identify and
distinguish bacterial types and strains, to study heteroge-
neities in microbial colonies, to study the uptake of isoto-
pically labeled nutrients and toxins in groundwater micro-
organisms, and to gain information on the chemical
composition of bacteria (9-12).

In this study, we have investigated the application of
Raman microscopy for evaluating single-cellular-level struc-
tural information and quantification of polyphosphates in
PAOs enriched in a lab-scale EBPR process. The objective of
this study is to develop a Raman microscopy method to
identify and quantify polyphosphates in individual PAO cells
in a mixed culture and apply it to elucidate the cellular-level
polyphosphate dynamics associated with various metabolic
conditions in an EBPR process. We believe that Raman
microscopy is ideal to study polyphosphate accumulation at
the single-cell level and may provide detailed insight into
the dynamics of the metabolism of these organisms, which
has advantages over techniques that measure only concen-
trations of bulk quantities.

Experimental Methodology
Enrichment of PAOs in Laboratory-Scale EBPR Process.
Currently identified groups of microorganisms known to be
active in EBPR include Accumulibacter in the Betaproteo-
bacteria, Actinobacteria, and others (13). However, no isolated
PAOs have yet been obtained. A laboratory-scale continuous-
flow EBPR system was established to evaluate P removal
performance and enrich for PAOs that could be used for the
analysis of polyphosphate inclusions inside the cells. The
reactor includes an anaerobic zone and an anoxic zone,
followed by two-stage aerobic zones; the configuration allows
for both A2O (anaerobic-anoxic-oxic) and UCT (University
of Cape Town) mode of operation. The HRT and SRT of the
system were maintained at 18 h and 8 days, respectively. The
composition of synthetic wastewater feed was prepared
according to Schuler and Jenkins (14). Phosphorus was added
as 35.6 mg/L sodium phosphate monobasic (NaH2PO4 ·H2O)
(8 mg P/L). The organic portion of the feeding consisted of
744 mg/L sodium acetate (CH3COONa ·3H2O) (350 mg COD/
L) and 15 mg/L of casamino acids.

Presence of PAOs in the reactor was confirmed with
phosphate removal performance evaluation, Neisser staining,
and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Oligonucleotide
probes including PAO651, PAO846, and PAO462 (15) were
used to identify and quantify Accumulibacter type PAOs, and
EUB338 probe (16) was used for counting the total cellular
abundance. The PAOs in the reactor seemed to have signature
grape-like cocci morphology and they were relatively large
in size (3-5 µm) in comparison to other bacterial cells.

Raman Microscopy and Spectra Acquisition. Raman
spectra were acquired using a WITec, Inc. (Ulm, Germany)
model CRM 2000 confocal Raman microscope. Excitation
(ca. 30 mW at 633 nm) was provided by a helium/neon laser
(Melles Griot, Carlsbad, CA). The exciting laser radiation was
coupled into a Zeiss microscope through a wavelength-
specific single mode optical fiber. The incident laser beam
was collimated via an achromatic lens and passed a
holographic band-pass filter, before it was focused onto the
sample through the microscope objective. A Nikon Plan
(100x/0.9 NA, WD ) 0.26 mm) air objective was used in the
studies reported here. For single-point spectra the illumina-
tion time was 5 s. The sample was located on a piezo-
electrically driven microscope scanning stage with an x,y
resolution of ca. 3 nm and a repeatability of (5 nm, and z
resolution of ca. 0.3 nm ( 2 nm repeatability. For imaging,
the sample was scanned through the laser focus in a raster
pattern at a constant stage speed of fractions of a micrometer
per second. Spectra were collected at a 0.33 µm grid, with
a dwell time of 1 s. Relative quantity of polyphosphate content

in each individual cell was evaluated based on the Raman
intensity (peak height in the unit of charged coupled device
(CCD) counts) of the PO2

- stretching band occurring around
1168-1175 cm-1 wavenumber region after background
correction.

Raman Spectra of Phosphates Standards. Raman spectra
were recorded and compared for three phosphate standards:
sodium phosphate monobasic (NaH2PO4 ·H2O), sodium
pyrophosphate (Na4P2O4 ·10H2O), and sodium hexa-meta
phosphate ((NaPO3)6). Chemicals were obtained from Sigma
Chemical Company (Montana). Polyphosphates of higher
molecular weight than the hexamer could not be obtained
commercially.

Raman Spectra of Polyphosphates in PAOs. Raman
spectra of cells in the mixed culture were examined to identify
PAO cells that exhibit characteristic peaks of polyphosphates
(determined based on polyphosphates standards and lit-
erature). To further confirm the identification of characteristic
spectra of polyphosphates in PAOs, a correlation of the
abundance of PAO cells (based on polyphosphate spectra)
and phosphate concentration in solution during the phos-
phate uptake and release tests was evaluated. Details of
phosphate release and uptake tests can be found elsewhere
(17). The batch testing in this particular study consisted of
180 min anaerobic phase with acetate addition (100 mg COD/
L) followed by 180 min aerobic phase. For polyphosphate
detection using Raman microscopy, at least 6 samples were
taken throughout the test at 45-90 min intervals. The batch
testing samples were analyzed for Raman response and for
chemical analysis. Each sample (10 mL) was filtered through
0.45-µm filter papers and analyzed for PO4

3-, TOC, and COD
using a DX-120 ion chromatograph, a Tekmar/Dohrmann
Phoenix 8000 UV-Persulfate TOC analyzer, and HACH COD
vials, respectively.

Samples were prepared on optically polished CaF2 win-
dows (Wilmad LabGlass, Buena, NJ). A 1-mL portion of
unfiltered sample was collected in a micro centrifuge tube
and then disrupted with 26 gauge needle and syringe for 20
times for uniform distribution of cells. Then 10-20 µL of
sample was spread on the CaF2 slides. Raman spectra for at
least 25-30 single cells were examined for each sample.

Results and Discussion
Raman Spectra of Polyphosphates of Different Chain
Length. Figure 1A shows a Raman spectrum of the ortho-
phosphate (NaH2PO4 ·H2O) salt. The two peaks of high
intensity at 907 and 975 cm-1 can be assigned to the
symmetric and antisymmetric P-O stretches. In solution,
the symmetry of the molecule is pH dependent and the two
peaks merge into one centered at 891 cm-1, if the third oxygen
is hydrogenated at lower pH values (18). Of less intensity is
the P)O stretch at 1175 cm-1. The spectra of pyro-phosphate
(Na4P2O7 ·10H2O) and hexa-meta-phosphate ((NaPO3)6) are
shown in Figure 1B and C, respectively. The spectrum of
the dimer is dominated by the P-O-P stretching of the
phosphate ester linkage at 738 cm-1 and the symmetric
stretches of the PO3

2- moieties at 1022 cm-1. Similarly, for
the spectrum of the hexamer, the P-O-P vibrations are
shifted to 690 cm-1 because of the increase in polymer chain
lengths, whereas the PO2

- stretches of the ester chain are
shifted to higher wave numbers at 1157 cm-1 due to the
decrease in conjugation of the phosphate bonds. This is
consistent with previous observations that for amorphous
polyphosphate the P-O-P and PO2

- bands are at 690 and
1151 cm-1, respectively (18). Increase in polyphosphate ester
chain length is expected to further move the P-O-P
stretching band to lower wavenumbers (19) and move the
PO2

- stretching band to higher wavenumbers as has been
observed for the Raman spectra of the phosphate oligomers.
Unfortunately, polyphosphates of molecular weight higher
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than hexamer are not commercially available for Raman
study. It has been suggested that it is impossible to distinguish
between different polyphosphates at longer polymer chains
length using Raman spectroscopy due to the broad appear-
ance of the P-O-P bands in the same spectral region for
polyphosphates of different chain length (18). Nevertheless,
the standards of polyphosphate pointed out the wavenumber
regions of the signature peaks associated with polyphosphate.

Raman Spectra of Polyphosphates and Cellular Mol-
ecules in PAOs. Examination of Raman spectra of cells from
the reactor led to the identification and differentiation of PAOs
with distinct polyphosphate peaks from non-PAOs or PAOs
without any polyphosphate peaks. Figure 2A and B show the
Raman spectra for a PAO cell with polyphosphate and that for
a bacterium without polyphosphate inclusions, respectively.
The two phosphate peaks at 1175 and 700 cm-1 are superim-
posed with the spectral features of the proteins of the bacte-
rium and are of considerably high intensities. The center peak
positions of the PO2

- vibrations varied from 1168 to 1177 cm-1

at higher wavenumber regions compared to the hexamer at
1157 cm-1. And also the peak positions varied from 690 to 700
cm-1 for the P-O-P stretches, which is almost the same as the
hexamer at 690 cm-1. Thus, considering the combined shift, it
is suggestive that polyphosphate chains are longer than the
hexamer in the PAO cells. Although further investigation on
how to differentiate polyphosphate with longer chain lengths
is needed, it is clear that the two distinctive polyphosphate
peaks of Raman spectra allow for identification of PAO cells in
our EBPR system.

Raman spectra of bacteria have been reported for many
types and strains. In general the spectra reflect the overall
biochemical composition and the most prominent peaks can
be assigned to vibrations of the protein backbones and their
individual residues (11, 20). The most pronounced Raman
intensities between 2800 and 3050 cm-1 originate from C-H
stretching vibrations of the organic molecules of the organ-
ism. The spectral region between 1800 and 700 cm-1, often
called the fingerprint region, is dominated by several protein
bands. The CdO stretching vibrations of the carbonyl group

of the peptide linkage are centered around 1665 cm-1. Their
Raman intensities are usually referred to as amide I band.
Also significant intensities are caused by C-H waging and
scissoring modes around 1453 cm-1, followed by N-C
bending vibrations and other C-H deformations between
1400 and 1150 cm-1. PO2

- vibrations of the DNA phosphate
ester backbone and smaller RNA fragments have been
reported to appear between 1050 and 1090 cm-1.

Quantification and Variation of Polyphosphate Content
in PAO Cells. The polyphosphate band intensities are
proportional to the quantity of polyphosphates in the cells.
In this study, we used the intensity (CCD counts) of PO2

-

stretching bands occurring at 1168-1177 cm-1 as the
determinative marker for quantifying the polyphosphates in
a given cell because of its greater prominence of peak intensity
in comparison with the P-O-P stretches occurring at
690-700 cm-1. Figure 3 shows the histogram of the distribu-
tion of the abundance of polyphosphate-containing cells
along the ranges of polyphosphate quantities (CCD counts).
The plot of the standard normal percentile and the ordered
values for polyphosphate intensities approximate a straight
line with R2 value of 0.97 (Figure S1), which indicates a normal
distribution (21). The individual intracellular polyphos-
phate quantity ranged from 18 to 686 CCD counts with a

FIGURE 1. Raman spectra of (A) ortho-phosphate
(NaH2PO4 ·H2O), (B) pyro-phosphate (Na4P2O4 · 10H2O), and (C)
hexa-meta-phosphate ((NaPO3)6).

FIGURE 2. Raman spectra of (A) a polyphosphate accumulating
bacterium with significant amounts of polyphosphate
inclusions; (B) a bacterium without polyphosphate inclusions.

FIGURE 3. Distribution of abundance of cells containing
different quantities of intracellular polyphosphate inclusions,
including cells identified from multiple phosphate uptake and
release tests (number of cells with polyphosphate that are
included here is 241).
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mean value of 292 CCD counts. In this particular EBPR system
we studied, the maximum amount of polyphosphate was
found to be around 700 CCD, which likely represents the
saturation level of polyphosphate for the PAO cells in this
system. The saturation level of cellular polyphosphate storage
in PAOs is an important parameter in the current EBPR
models (22). Whether this saturation level varies among
different PAOs in various EBPR systems and what factors
may affect these saturated polyphosphate levels can be
further investigated with the Raman microscopy methods
developed here.

Correlation of Phosphate Removal Performance with
Abundance of PAO Cells and with Quantities of Polyphos-
phate Determined by Raman Microscopy. Figure 4 shows
the temporal correlation among the orthophosphate con-
centration measured in solution, the corresponding total
intracellular polyphosphate quantity in PAO cells, and the
relative abundance of PAO cells in the sludge sample
(identified by the Raman method) during an exemplary
phosphorus uptake and release test. Under anaerobic
conditions, the soluble orthophosphate concentration in-
creases from 0.03 to 42.38 mg/L within 180 min (with a
concomitant consumption of 100 mg/L COD) at a rate of
32.8 mg-P/gVSS.h, which is consistent with previous obser-
vations with lab-enriched EBPR systems (23, 24). The release
of phosphate reversely correlated with the percentage of
polyphosphate-containing PAO cells, which declined from
80% to 5% (correlation coefficient ) -0.96) and with the
total polyphosphate intensity in the monitored cells, which
decreased from 3648 to 43 CCD. After introducing aerobic
conditions, the bulk orthophosphate concentration de-
creased to 9.69 mg/L within 180 min. Correspondingly, the
proportion of cells with polyphosphate accumulations
increased from 5% of total bacterial cells at the beginning of
the aerobic cycle to 60% after 180 min in the aerobic cycle
(correlation coefficient)-0.98) with concurrent increase in
the total intracellular polyphosphate intensities from 43 to
2137 CCD. In the anaerobic phase, PAOs hydrolyze the
intracellular polyphosphate for energy and release ortho-
phosphate into the solution, which is evidenced by the
depletion of cellular polyphosphate and increase in the bulk
orthophosphate concentration. Then we observe the re-
plenishment of intracellular polyphosphate content with the
introduction of aerobic stage and subsequent reduction of
soluble orthophosphate in solution. Figure 4 clearly shows
the expected inverse correlation between the temporal bulk
orthophosphate measurements and the Raman measure-

ments for total intracellular polyphosphate intensities (sum-
mation of polyphosphate intensities for all PAOs observed)
obtained in a sample at different time points during the
phosphate release and uptake testing (with overall correlation
coefficient ) -0.97). Thus, the Raman microscopy method
developed here is able to capture a statistically reliable
number of PAOs present in a sample and the intracellular
polyphosphate quantification method is valid. Possible
improvement on the methods accuracy with a larger number
of sample sizes are being investigated employing an auto-
mated microscope stage with an ability to set marker
positions.

These results demonstrate that Raman measurements can
successfully predict the phosphate release and uptake
dynamics in an EBPR system, with quantitative information
regarding both the abundance of PAOs and the amount of
intracellular polyphosphate at individual as well as population
level.

Dynamic Distribution of Polyphosphate Content among
Individual Cells during P Release Uptake Test. The poly-
phosphate band intensities varied considerably from bac-
terium to bacterium even among those under the same
environmental conditions. Figure 5 shows the distribution
of PAOs cells with different levels of cellular polyphosphate
quantities in samples that were taken at consecutive time
points during the phosphate release and uptake test.

Note that at each time point, the percentage of cells
with varying polyphosphate contents shown in Y axis is in
relevance to the total PAOs that had polyphosphate
inclusions and the results here are from the same batch
test as shown in Figure 4. Nearly half of the cells with
polyphosphate inclusions in the sludge sample (which is
taken from the aerobic phase of the continuous flow EBPR
reactor), shown as time AN1, were found with relatively
higher amount of intracellular polyphosphate (>200 CCD).
After 45 min of anaerobic phase after the acetate addition
at time zero, cellular polyphosphate depletion was wit-
nessed by the distribution shift to dominance by cells
containing much less polyphosphate at time AN2 (<200
CCD). Further extension of anaerobic condition (AN4)
resulted in expected complete depletion of polyphosphate
and all the cells that had polyphosphate inclusion were
left with <100 CCD intensity of polyphosphate. Initiation
of aeration led to opposite shifts at AE1 after 90 min, where
the distribution of cells in the sample shifted to having
more cells with higher polyphosphate levels as a result of
aerobic P uptake. And again, the extended aeration for
another 90 min seemed to continue the expected shifts to
cells with higher polyphosphate content. This distribution
is consistent with the continuous increase of total number

FIGURE 4. Correlation between bulk orthophosphate (ortho-P)
concentrations with the proportion of total cells with
polyphosphate (poly-P) and the total intensity of polyphosphate
in cells quantified with Raman microscopy, during phosphate
release and uptake testing.

FIGURE 5. Distribution of abundance of cells among different
ranges of intracellular polyphosphate quantities (as CCD counts
shown in legend) at various time points of anaerobic (AN) and
aerobic (AE) phases during the phosphate release and uptake
test: AN1 ) 0 min in AN phase; AN2 ) 45 min in AN phase;
AN3 ) 90 min in AN phase; AN4 ) 180 min in AN phase; AE1
) 90 min in AE phase; AE2 ) 180 min in AE phase.
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of cells containing polyphosphate as well as the total
intracellular polyphosphate as the aeration continues
(Figure 4).

These results, for the first time, experimentally demon-
strated the distributed states of cells in terms of polyphos-
phate content, even among cells that are exposed to the same
experimental conditions. This suggests that agent-based
distributive modeling (22) will more accurately reflect the
behavior of an EBPR process than the traditional average-
state based modeling (25).

Imaging of Intracellular Polyphosphate in Relevance
to Protein Content. Raman spectra can simultaneously
capture not only the cellular polyphosphate but also other
cellular content such as proteins, as previously explained.
In this study, the band between 2800 and 3050 cm-1 region
(representing C-H stretching vibrations) was used to
quantify protein content in cell since organic components
exhibit their highest Raman intensities in the C-H
stretching region of the spectrum. And this is the most
prominent peak among the ones that represent vibration
of protein backbones. The size of the bacteria visually
identified as PAOs in our system was around 3-5 µm. Given
a theoretical microscopic resolution of 430 nm, at the
employed laser light, the bacteria are sufficiently large to
image the distribution of polyphosphates inside the
cytoplasm, based on Raman signal intensities. The theo-
retical spatial resolution of Raman microscopy is on the
same order as conventional optical microscopy. Figure
6-1A is a microscopic picture of a single bacterium. By
plotting the Raman intensities of the C-H stretching
region, the cell body can easily be reconstructed. In Figure
6-1B, the C-H stretching intensities are shown in yellow,
whereas the polyphosphate or PO2

- intensities are plotted
in red. The Raman spectrum in Figure 6-1C is representa-
tive of high phosphate concentration from within the red
regions of the image where polyphosphate bands dominate
over the protein bands. About two-thirds of the cell body
is occupied by polyphosphate accumulations suggesting
a higher mass percentage from the stored polymers than
from the proteins of the cell body. The images 6-2B and
6-3B show the polyphosphate distributions of bacteria with
moderate and low amounts of polyphosphate concentra-
tions with lower intensities of the Raman bands associated
with polyphosphates as indicated by the spectra in 6-2C
and 6-3C. The implication and relevance of this observation

can be further revealed with the distribution of intracellular
polyphosphate and protein intensities for all the cells
analyzed at a specific time point of testing (Figure S2). It
shows very clearly that inclusions of polyphosphate in a
cell as well as the protein content can vary significantly
from cell to cell, indicating distributed state of polyphos-
phate content among individual cells under the same
condition. Furthermore, the images revealed the spatial
distribution of polyphosphate inside cells and they showed
that the polyphosphates accumulate in smaller or larger
aggregates, rather than being evenly distributed within
the cytoplasm.

Raman Microscopy for Evaluating Intracellular Poly-
phosphate in EBPR. The possibility to quantify the number
of bacteria that contain polyphosphate as well as their
intracellular polymers, which undergo metabolic transition
from one form of energy storage to another, is certainly
an advantage over techniques that can only evaluate bulk
quantities of material. Conventionally, investigation of
EBPR mechanisms at cellular levels was impossible because
no PAO isolates are currently available and observation of
PAOs cells with molecular-based tools such as FISH are
only limited to those PAOs that have been identified
(studies showed larger diversity of PAOs than current
understanding (17)). As a result, the dynamics of intra-
cellular polymers can only be inferred indirectly from the
bulk measurements of related substrates and individual-
cellular-level investigation of EBPR mechanism is very
limited. The method developed here offers the opportunity
to study the dynamics and thus behavior of an EBPR system
in much greater detail and at the cellular level. In the
example shown here, the overall temporal courses of the
intracellular polyphosphate depletion during anaerobic
conditions and recovery during aerobic phase were
revealed at both individual and population levels. The
findings experimentally demonstrated the variation and
distributed states of cells in terms of the quantity of
polyphosphate among PAOs even for those under the same
environmental conditions. It also revealed that the indi-
vidual cellular polyphosphate content ranges from zero
(no inclusion after depletion of polyphosphate) to a
“saturated” maximum level. In addition, the overall
polyphosphate depletion or replenishment observed at
the overall population level during the phosphate release
and uptake phases result from shifts/transition in the

FIGURE 6. High-resolution Raman images of spatial distribution of polyphosphate inclusions inside individual cells. Images (A) are
microscopic images taken with a 100x/NA0.9 air objective. Images (B) were reconstructed from Raman intensities between 2800 and
3020 cm-1 reflecting the protein density within the bacterium in yellow, and polyphosphate intensities between 1125 and 1225 cm-1

showing the polyphosphate distribution within the bacterium in red. The spectra below (C) are representative spectra from the
yellow and red regions of the images for protein and polyphosphate intensities, respectively.
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distribution of abundance of PAOs with different amount
of polyphosphate inclusions. This implies that the “true”
metabolic kinetics for polyphosphate synthesis and con-
sumption by PAOs cells are most likely not in agreement
with the “apparent” kinetics determined by measuring the
bulk concentrations. The advantage of the Raman method
is that it allows for the evaluation of kinetics for cellular
polyphosphate metabolism to a very detailed extent and
at the cellular level, which will lead to more fundamental
and better understanding of the mechanisms of phos-
phorus removal in EBPR processes.

It would be of potential interest to translate the quantities
or intensity ratios of polyphosphate accumulations vs the
protein content of a cell quantified by Raman microscopy
into more commonly used units such as gram of polyphos-
phate per unit amount of dried biomass weight. Although
Raman spectroscopy has been applied to study concentra-
tions of substance in solutions, it is difficult to establish
reliable reference calibrations for a complex system that
exhibits an inhomogeneous population and polyphosphate
distribution patterns as in our mixed culture EBPR system.
Nevertheless, the high correlation coefficient obtained for
the expected correlation of changes in phosphate in solution
with those quantified in PAOs cells (Figure 4) indirectly
demonstrated the accuracy and validity of the Raman
microscopy method developed.

In our acetate-fed EBPR system, PAOs accounts for
approximately 65(10% of the total population, among which
>60% were Accumulibacter-like PAOs based on FISH analysis
with the remaining as unidentified PAOs. The results from
this study indicate that Raman microscopy analysis can
capture nearly all PAOs despite their phylogenetic diversities.
The signature of the Raman spectra of polyphosphates seems
rather conservative among diverse PAOs in our continuous
flow EBPR process. Whether the similar signature Raman
spectra of polyphosphate is also conservative among PAOs
in different full-scale EBPR systems is under investigation.
The peak positions of the P-O-P stretches and PO2

-

vibrations indicate that the predominant fraction of the
polyphosphates is present in the form of rather long chain
lengths. Furthermore, the Raman spectra of cells do not only
show polyphosphate inclusions, but also reveal the presence
and quantity of other associated intracellular inclusions and
molecules such as poly hydroxy-butyrate (PHB) (26) or
glycogen, which are relevant in EBPR processes. Our pre-
liminary data indicated that simultaneous observation of
polyphosphate and PHB among PAOs and GAOs is possible
(Figure S3). Further investigations on how to apply Raman
microscopy for evaluating the dynamics of various intra-
cellular polymers and to distinguish and quantify various
relevant populations such as PAOs and GAOs involved in the
EBPR process are underway.
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